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ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF WISHART TYPE
PRODUCTS OF RANDOM MATRICES
ROMUALD LENCZEWSKI AND RAFA L SA LAPATA
Abstract. We study asymptotic distributions of large dimensional random matrices
of the form BB˚, where B is a product of p rectangular random matrices, using free
probability and combinatorics of colored labeled noncrossing partitions. These matrices
are taken from the set of off-diagonal blocks of the family Y of independent Hermitian
random matrices which are asymptotically free, asymptotically free against the family
of deterministic diagonal matrices, and whose norms are uniformly bounded almost
surely. This class includes unitarily invariant Hermitian random matrices with limit
distributions given by compactly supported probability measures ν on the real line.
We express the limit moments in terms of colored labeled noncrossing pair partitions,
to which we assign weights depending on even free cumulants of ν and on asymptotic
dimensions of blocks (Gaussianization). For products of p independent blocks, we
show that the limit moments are linear combinations of a new family of polynomials
called generalized multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials. In turn, the product of
two blocks of the same matrix leads to an example with rescaled Raney numbers.
1. Introduction
The study of products of random matrices has received new attention due to their
various applications in mathematics, physics and wireless communications (some of
these applications are listed in [1, 8, 11, 22, 27]).
An important class of products is given by n ˆ n Wishart matrices BB˚ and their
product generalizations. Their spectral distributions and asymptotic spectral distribu-
tions as nÑ 8 have been studied by many authors (see, for instance, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19, 22, 24, 27]). Some of these papers are concerned with products
of Gaussian random matrices (GRM, often called the Ginibre Ensemble), as well as
products containing not only GRM, but also their inverses or truncated Haar unitary
matrices. There is a number of results on random matrices which are more general than
GRM, but whose asymptotics is the same as that for GRM (universality).
In this paper, we are going to study asymptotic spectral distributions of large dimen-
sional Wishart type products BB˚, where
B “ X1X2 . . .Xp,
and X1, X2, . . . , Xp are rectangular random matrices of type specified below. Equiva-
lently, we can speak of the asymptotic distributions of squared singular values of B. All
matrices Xj depend on n P N, which is either equal to the first dimension of the first
matrix or the dimension of some larger square matrix, in which they are embedded as
blocks whose dimensions grow proportionately to n.
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Our approach is based on the method of moments and thus we shall investigate the
limits
mk :“ lim
nÑ8
τppBB˚qkq
for any k P N, where τ is the normalized trace composed with classical expectation.
These moments are interesting objects to study from a combinatorial point of view even
if the densities of the asymptotic distributions are difficult or impossible to compute. A
convenient approach is to embed the matrices in a Hermitian or non-Hermitian matrix
as blocks lying above the main diagonal and realize the expectation of the normalized
partial trace (over the subset of basis vectors defining the first diagonal block) of the
powers of BB˚ as moments of certain operators living in the matricially free Fock space.
In the simplest case, when B is just one n ˆ n1 matrix with independent Np0, 1{nq
Gaussian entries, the matrix BB˚ is the simplest Wishart matrix and the limit moments
are the well known Narayana polynomials Nkptq with the associated Marchenko-Pastur
distribution of shape t ą 0,
ρt “ maxt1 ´ t, 0uδ0 `
apx´ aqpb´ xq
2πx
1 ra,bspxqdx
where a “ p1´?tq2 and b “ p1`?tq2 and t “ limnÑ8pn1{nq, with the understanding
that n1 depends on n. An immediate connection with free probability [28] follows from
the fact that ρ1 plays the role of the free Poisson law.
This connection becomes much deeper if B is a product of p independent Np0, 1{nq
Gaussian random matrices, X1, . . . , Xp, of sizes nˆn1, . . . , np´1ˆnp, respectively, where
each nj is proportional to n. Then the asymptotic distribution is the free multiplicative
convolution of Marchenko-Pastur laws with various shapes, namely
ρt1 b ρt2 b . . . b ρtp ,
where tj “ limnÑ8 nj{n for 1 ď j ď p. The moments of this convolution and thus
the limit moments of BB˚ under the first (normalized by n) partial trace composed
with classical expectation are multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials, defined in [16]
and studied in the explicit form in [19] (see also earlier results in the computer science
literature [23]).
As their name suggests, these polynomials generalize Fuss-Narayana polynomials,
reproduced when all shape parameters are equal, studied earlier in the context of the
family of free Bessel laws by Banica, Belinschi, Capitaine and Collins [4]. In particular,
these authors showed that when all matrices are square, the limit moments are the well
known Fuss-Catalan numbers
Fkppq “ 1
k
ˆpp` 1qk
pk ` 1
˙
,
obtained also in the study of powers and products of a larger than Gaussian class of
independent random matrices by Alexeev, Go¨tze and Tikhomirov [2, 3]. These numbers
define probability distributions whose densities were computed in the explicit form by
Penson and 9Zyczkowski [27].
In the case of independent GRM, we can take matrices Xj to be certain off-diagonal
blocks of one large hermitian GRM Y (with i.i.d. or i.b.i.d. entries, where i.b.i.d. stands
for independent, block identically distributed). Observe that the same result is obtained
when each Xj is a block of a different matrix taken from a family of independent GRM.
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In the more general case, when the blocks of each Y are not necessarily independent,
this is no longer the case. In particular, it is natural to take Xj to be the blocks lying
above the main diagonal of a quite general family of independent random matrices, with
squared singular value distributions much more general than Marchenko-Pastur laws.
In this context, the blocks are independent if they are taken from different matrices,
but may be dependent when they are taken from the same matrix.
Therefore, in this paper, we replace the family of independent blocks of GRM by
off-diagonal blocks of a quite general family of independent random matrices,
Y “ tY puq : u P Uu,
which is asymptotically free, asymptotically free against the family of constant diagonal
matrices under τ and whose norms are uniformly bounded almost surely. This class in-
cludes unitarily invariant random matrices whose asymptotic spectral distributions are
given by compactly supported probability measures νpuq on the real line (in particular,
the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble and Wigner matrices). In general, the blocks of one
such matrix may be dependent.
We give a unified operatorial and combinatorial description of the limit moments
of the class of Wishart type products constructed from blocks of Y . The operatorial
description consists in expressing asymptotic distributions in terms of mixed moments
of variables that can be viewed as matricial counterparts of canonical noncommutative
random variables. The combinatorial one consists in expressing the limit moments in
terms of colored labeled noncrossing pair partitions, to which we assign weights depend-
ing on even free cumulants of νpuq, where u is a label, and on asymptotic dimensions
dj of blocks, where j is a color. This result is based on a bijection between the set of
all noncrossing partitions adapted to words W k that encode information about mk and
noncrossing pair partitions adapted to twice longer words ĂW k and plays the role of a
Gaussianization of the asymptotic distributions. In our notation,
NCpW kq – NC2pĂW kq,
which is natural since we have the well-known bijection NCpnq – NC2p2nq, but it is
nontrivial due to the additional content related to adaptedeness. In this scheme, we
assign free cumulants to blocks of odd depths and suitable asymptotic dimensions to
blocks of even depths.
These combinatorial results hold in the general case, when blocks are taken from the
same matrix or from different matrices. Then we study two situations in more detail.
First, we assume that the product matrix B is built from off-diagonal blocks of different
independent matrices that belong to Y (for any p), generalizing the case of blocks of
(one or many, in the Gaussian case this is not relevant) independent GRM. In this
context, we find a formula for the moment generating function for the limit moments
and we show that they are linear combinations of multivariate polynomials of the form
Pm,rpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q “
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“mp`r
1
n
ˆ
m
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
m
jp`1
˙
d
j1
1
. . . d
jp`1
p`1 .
where m, r P N and summation runs over nonnegative integers, called generalized mul-
tivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials (for r “ 1 we obtain multivariate Fuss-Narayana
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polynomials). The limit moments are shown to be linear combinations of these polyno-
mials. One can say that the presence of polynomials with r ‰ 1 means that the limit
moments differ from those for GRM.
Second, we assume that B is a product of blocks of the same matrix Y and thus may
be highly dependent. This case is studied for p “ 2 (analytic and numerical results for
larger p are technically more involved). A formula for the moment generating function
is derived. We also show that if the asymptotic distribution of Y is the Marchenko-
Pastur distribution and all asymptotic dimensions are equal to one, then the limit
moments mk are certain rescaled Raney numbers. By construction, they are moments
of a probability measure. The general conditions under which given Raney numbers
define a probability measure were given by M lotkowski [21]. The corresponding densities
have also been computed, with the most general result given by Forrester and Liu [12].
We use operatorial realizations of the limit moments in terms of matricial counter-
parts of canonical noncommutative random variables of Voiculescu. The formalism
of matricial freeness, used in this paper, can be viewed as freeness with respect to a
family of scalar-valued states and was developed by one of the authors and applied
to asymptotic distributions of blocks of random matrices in [16, 17, 18]. This gave
an alternative approach to that of Benaych-Georges in [6,7], who earlier described the
collective behavior of independent rectangular random matrices whose sizes grow to
infinity at different rates. His approach was based on the formalism of freeness with
amalgamation over the algebra A of diagonal matrices and the associated conditional
expectation and developed some analytic tools (like the rectangular R-transform) to
study the asymptotic distributions of their sums. As shown in [18], the two formalisms
are related to each other. In particular, canonical operators on the matricially free Fock
space can be expressed in terms of the canonical operators on the full Fock space over
a suitably defined Hilbert A-bimodule.
Besides this introduction, this paper contains 6 more sections. Section 2 contains
information about operatorial tools. Section 3 describes limit moments of matrices of
Wishart type, using the combinatorics of colored labeled noncrossing partitions adapted
to words W . Section 4 discusses the Gaussianization of asymptotic distributions, by
which the limit moments are described in terms of colored labeled noncrossing pair
partitions adapted to twice longer words ĂW . Section 5 treats the limit moments of
products of independent blocks and expresses them in terms of generalized multivariate
Fuss-Narayana polynomials. Section 6 contains two examples. Section 7 treats the limit
moments of products of two (in general, dependent) blocks of the same matrix.
For any natural n, we use the notation rns “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. We also assume that
p P N, often suppressed in our notations.
2. Operators
Let us study the case when B is the product of rectangular random matrices taken
to be the off-diagonal blocks taken from the family of independent random matrices,
about which we make some assumptions. We would like to study blocks of the family
of matrices, to which we can apply our previous results on the asymptotics of blocks.
In order to apply the framework of free probability to asymptotic random matrix
theory, we usually consider the normalized trace composed with classical expectation,
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namely
τpAq “ 1
n
EpTrpAqq,
for any A PMnpCq.
We will consider the family Y “ tY puq : u P Uu of independent Hermitian random
matrices and we will assume that
(A1) Y is asymptotically free under τ ,
(A2) Y is asymptotically free under τ against the family of deterministic diagonal
matrices,
(A3) the norms of Y puq P Y are uniformly bounded almost surely.
These three assumptions will be made in the sequel and will not always be explicitly
stated. The class of matrices under consideration will include, in particular, unitarily in-
variant Hermitian matrices with asymptotic distributions given by compactly supported
probability measures νpuq on the real line, as well as some other classical ensembles like
Wigner matrices. Such objects as matrices, their blocks and traces will always depend
on n, but this will be suppressed in our notations for simplicity.
In the framework of free probability, if we have such a family tY puq : u P Uu, we will
symbolically write
lim
nÑ8
Y puq “ γpuq,
where convergence is in the sense of mixed moments under τ and each γpuq is a canonical
noncommutative random variable for any u P U. This variable can be written in the
form
γpuq “ ℘puq˚ `
8ÿ
k“0
rk`1puq℘puqk,
where t℘puq : u P Uu is a family of free creation operators and prkpuqq is the sequence
of free cumulants of the limit measure of Y puq for any u. In general, this series can
be treated as a formal series, living in a suitably defined noncommutative probability
space [28], but it is a well-defined bounded operator on the free Fock space if the series
of free cumulants is absolutely convergent.
We will consider the matrices of Wishart type B built from off-diagonal blocks of
matrices Y puq. Therefore, we denote
Si,jpuq “ DiY puqDj
for any i, j P rrs, where In “ D1`D2` . . .`Dr is the natural partition of the nˆn unit
matrix, namely the only nonvanishing entries are pDjqk,k “ 1 for n1 ` . . .` nj´1 ă k ď
n1 ` . . .` nj , where n1 ` . . .` nr “ n. Again, as in most other cases, the dependence
on n of matrices Dj and numbers nj is suppressed.
In the study of products of random matrices it is convenient to use blocks lying
above the main diagonal and assume that r “ p ` 1 for natural p. In that setting, by
asymptotic dimensions we shall understand numbers
dj “ lim
nÑ8
nj
n
for 1 ď j ď p` 1. Thus, we get the matrix D “ diagpd1, . . . , dp`1q of trace one. In the
context of multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials [19] it was slightly more convenient
to use d0, d1, . . . , dp and renormalize all moments by setting n “ n0, which gives d0 “ 1,
the remaining asymptotic dimensions being arbitrary positive numbers.
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We described in [16] the limit joint distributions of such blocks in terms of mixed
moments of a family of bounded operators on the matricially free Fock space of tracial
type M. This Fock space is a direct sum Hilbert space built from arrays of Hilbert
spaces tHi,jpuq : pi, jq P J , u P Uu, where J Ă rrs ˆ rrs, of the form
M “
rà
j“1
Mj,
where
Mj “ CΩj ‘
8à
m“1
à
i1,...,im
u1,...,un
Hi1,i2pu1q bHi2,i3pu2q b . . .bHim,jpumq,
for any j, with Ωj being a unit vector, endowed with the canonical inner product.
Denote by Pj the canonical orthogonal projection onto CΩj . In this work, it suffices
to assume that Hi,jpuq “ Cei,jpuq, where tei,jpuq : i, j P rrs, u P Uu is an orthonormal
set. Note that the space M is a simple version of the ‘free Fock space of matricial type’
needed in the random matrix context.
We found a realization of γpuq as an operator on M and showed in [16, 18] that Dj
tends to Pj for any j. Thus, we can write
lim
nÑ8
Si,jpuq “ PiγpuqPj
for any i, j, u, where convergence is in mixed moments under τ . In fact, when speaking
of mixed moments of blocks, it is natural to use partial traces τj over the sets of nj basis
vectors. Then we have to consider the family of scalar-valued states tΨj : 1 ď j ď ru
on M, where
Ψjp.q “ x.Ωj,Ωjy
for any j and the asymptotic distributions of blocks under τj are described by the mixed
moments of operators on M under Ψj.
In this approach, the basic operators are ℘i,jpuq “ Pi℘puqPj, called the matricially
free creation operators. Their non-trivial action onto the basis vectors of M is given by
℘i,jpuqΩj “
a
diei,jpuq
℘i,jpuqpej,kpsqq “
a
dipei,jpuq b ej,kpsqq
℘i,jpuqpej,kpsq b wq “
a
dipei,jpuq b ej,kpsq b wq
for any i, j, k P rrs and u, s P U, where ej,kpsqbw is assumed to be a basis vector, with the
understanding that their actions onto the remaining basis vectors give zero. A similar
definition, with a more general scaling factor, was used in [16, 18]. The corresponding
matricially free annihilation operators are their adjoints, denoted ℘p,qpuq˚.
Let us remark that there is an alternative operator-valued approach in terms of con-
ditional expectation and Hilbert bimodules. In the operator-valued free probability, the
limit mixed moments of blocks under τ are expressed in terms of mixed moments under
conditional expectation of the canonical isometries ℓpuq on the free Fock space FpHq
over a Hilbert A-bimodule H, where A is the C˚-algebra of diagonal rˆr matrices, and
of the canonical generators F1, . . . , Fr of A. Roughly speaking, our operators ℘i,jpuq
correspond then to operators of the form FiℓpuqFj, where i, j P rrs and u P U. More de-
tails on the correspondence between matricial freeness and freeness with amalgamation
over A can be found in [18].
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σ “
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Figure 1. A noncrossing pair partition of Example 3.1.
Definition 2.1. Let prkpuqq be the sequence of free cumulants of the distribution of
γpuq. Let us introduce operators Γi,jpuq “ PiγpuqPj, which take the form
Γi,jpuq “ ℘j,ipuq˚ ` δi,jr1puqPj
`
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq
ÿ
i1,...,ik´1
℘i,i1puq℘i1,i2puq . . . ℘ik ,jpuq
where i, j P rrs and u P U. Moreover, we set Γ˚i,jpuq “ Γj,ipuq for any i, j, u (this is just
a convenient notation).
Remark 2.1. The operators Γi,jpuq play the role of matricial counterparts of canonical
noncommutative random variables. They are similar to slightly different operators
γi,jpuq “ ℘i,jpuq˚ ` δi,jr1puqPj
`
8ÿ
k“1
rk`1puq
ÿ
i1,...,ik´1
℘i,i1puq℘i1,i2puq . . . ℘ik,jpuq,
introduced in [16], with which they coincide for i “ j.
3. Combinatorics of limit moments
Let us recall certain basic definitions. If we are given a noncrossing partition π and
V, V 1 are blocks of π, then V 1 is an inner block of V if V “ A Y B for some disjoint
nonempty subsets A and B, and it holds that i ă j ă k for any i P A, k P B and j P V 1
(then V is an outer block of V 1). Moreover, V 1 is the nearest inner block of V if it is
an inner block and there does not exist a block V 2 such that V 1 is an inner block of V 2
and V 2 is an inner block of V . We denote by ipV q the number of nearest inner blocks of
V . In a similar way we can define the nearest outer block of a given block. We will say
that V has depth d if its nearest outer block has depth d ´ 1, assuming that a block
without outer blocks has depth 1. The depth of V will be denoted d pV q.
Example 3.1. The noncrossing pair partition σ given in Fig. 1 consists of 8 blocks,
among which there are 3 blocks of odd depths and 5 blocks of even depths. For in-
stance, d pt1, 16uq “ 1, d pt2, 15uq “ 2, d pt3, 10uq “ 3 and d pt4, 5uq “ 4. Blocks
t4, 5u, t6, 7u, t8, 9u are the nearest inner blocks of t3, 10u and t12, 13u is the nearest in-
ner block of t11, 14u. Since numbers ipV q will be important for blocks of odd depths, we
compute ipt1, 16uq “ ipt11, 14uq “ 1 and ipt3, 10uq “ 3. Let us add that the diagram in
Fig. 1 and the right diagram in Fig. 5 represent the same partition, except that in the
circular version in Fig. 5 we speak of vertices and edges instead of legs and segments,
respectively. We adopt the convention that the bottom vertex of label 1 and color 1,
namely p16, 1q, corresponds to leg 1 in Fig. 1 and the vertices corresponding to the
remaining legs are placed counterclockwise.
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V “
j1 j2 j3 jm´1 jm
i1 i2
. . .
i3 . . . im´1
Figure 2. Block with colored legs and segments
The combinatorics of limit moments of blocks is based on colored labeled noncrossing
partitions, by which we understand noncrossing partitions whose legs are colored (or,
*-colored) by a certain *-alphabet Ap and equipped with labels from the set U carrying
information about independence of the corresponding matrices [16]. Let us adapt these
results to the case of matrices of Wishart type.
(a) For fixed p, the kth moment of BB˚ is a mixed moment of 2pk matrices. There-
fore, it is natural to expect that the limit moment will be expressed in terms of
noncrossing partitions π of the set of 2pk numbers. We will use the alphabet
Ap “ tpj, uq : j P t1, . . . , p, 1, . . . , p˚u, u P Uu,
where U is a finite set, to encode some additional information about these
partitions. The letters of these alphabets will be assigned to the legs of π and
we will call j its color, whereas u will be its label. Different labels correspond to
different independent matrices, but we assume that the same label u is associated
with j and j˚. The same labels indicate that matrices are blocks of the same
matrix.
(b) For simplicity, we will usually write j instead of pj, uq. Thus, let us introduce
the basic word
W “ 12 . . . pp˚ . . . 2˚1˚,
then we will say that π P NCp2pkq is label adapted to the word W k if and only
if the tuple assigned to each block V is of the form ppj1, uq, . . . , pjm, uqq, where
j1, . . . , jm P Ap and u P U. In this case we will write u “ uV .
(c) As in [16], we not only assign colors to the legs of V , but we also color its
subblocks consisting of two consecutive numbers. These will be represented by
horizontal segments connecting neighboring legs, as shown in Fig. 2. In this
fashion we obtain a multicolored block V with coloring of segments given by the
formula
im “
"
j ` 1 if jm “ j
j if jm “ j˚
which allows us to assign to V the coloring in the form of the word
cpV q “ i1i2 . . . im´1.
By the above definition, the set of colors used for segments is slightly different
than that for legs, where we also use colors, namely C “ t1, . . . , p` 1u for given
p.
(d) Coloring segments is slightly more convenient than coloring legs of V if we want
to encode information about the moments of the corresponding operators. This
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is because, as we showed in [16], the product of operators
℘˚i1,j℘
˚
i2,i1
. . . ℘˚im´1,im´2℘im´1,im´2 . . . ℘i2,i1℘i1,j
is naturally associated with an m-block V with coloring i1i2 . . . im´1. The first
m´ 1 legs correspond to the annihilation operators, and the rightmost leg cor-
responds to the product of creation operators, as shown in Fig. 3. The above
product contributes the product of asymptotic dimensions
dpV q “ di1di2 . . . dim´1 ,
called the dimension weight, defined by the coloring cpV q.
(e) An important property of the above product of operators is that in the Hilbert
space framework it acts non-trivially onto vectors from M with first index equal
to j, namely ej,lpuq or ej,lpuq b w for some w. In segment coloring, j is then
assigned to the segment lying above block V and belonging to the nearest outer
block of V .
(f) Recall that any noncrossing partition of rns can be defined by bracketing the
sequence of numbers 12 . . . n, identified with 1n, the coarsest partition of rns
consisting of one block. This bracketing, called noncrossing, must be such that
the pairs of brackets (left and right) form a noncrossing pairing. We will apply
the same kind of bracketing with some additional conditions in order to define
a suitable class of noncrossing partitions of the set r2pks that is adapted to the
colorings of their blocks.
(g) Consider the coarsest partition 12pk of r2pks consisting of one block, for any
given m and p. Its coloring is very simple, namely
cp12pkq “ cp1cp1 . . . cp1cplooooooomooooooon
cp appears k times
where cp “ 2 . . . ppp` 1qp . . . 2. By adding 1 both at the beginning and the end
of the coloring, we obtain the sequencercp12pkq “ 1cp1cp1 . . . cp1cp1looooooooomooooooooon
cp appears k times
that can be identified with the unique periodic Catalan path of length 2pk and
period 2p, given by the real-valued function f : r0, 2pks Ñ r0, ps with the usual
north-east and south-east steps, for which fpjq “ ij´1 ´ 1.
(h) A noncrossing bracketing of the sequence rcp12pkq, defined analogously to a non-
crossing bracketing of rns, will be called color adapted if and only if each pair of
brackets (in fact, we use parentheses rather than brackets) has identical neigh-
bors, by which we mean that locally it has the form
ipi1 . . . im´1qi
for some i, where under ... we may also have brackets with some sequence of
numbers. In particular,mmust be even since |is´is`1| “ 1 for 1 ď s ď m´2 and
|i1´im´1| P t0, 2u. This implies that by applying a sequence of operations to the
sequence with a noncrossing bracketing, consisting in removing the expressions
in brackets which do not have any brackets inside and identifying the neighboring
colors i, we can reduce the coloring rcp12pkq to the coloring 1 (see Example 3.3).
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V “
℘˚i1,j ℘
˚
i2,i1
℘˚i3,i2
. . .
℘˚im´1,im´2 ℘im´1,im´2 . . . ℘i1,j
i1 i2 i3 . . . im´1
Figure 3. A product of creation operators is assigned to the rightmost
leg and annihilation operators are assigned to the remaining legs.
Note that the first step of this reduction corresponds to removing the product
of operators considered in (d), keeping in mind that this product contributes
the numerical factor dpV q.
(i) A partition π P NCp2pkq will be called color adapted to W k if the associated
noncrossing bracketing of rcp12pkq is color adapted. It will be called adapted to
the word W k if and only it is color adapted and label adapted to W k. This
family of partitions will be denoted by NCpW kq. Note that all blocks of such
partitions are even.
(j) Since each partition of rns is a collection of blocks and each block, say V “ ts1 ă
s2 ă . . . ă smu, can be represented as the cycle ps1, s2, . . . , smq, each partition
π P NCpnq can be represented as a product of cycles of this form. In that case,
we can treat π as a permutation of rns, for which πps1q “ s2, . . . , πpsmq “ s1
for each block V of the above form. It can be seen that π P NCp2pkq is color
adapted to W k if and only if each of its cycles is even and either it is a shift
modulo 2p, or a reflection modulo 2p, namely
πpsjq “ sj ` 1 modp2pq,
or
πpsjq “ 2p´ sj ` 1 modp2pq,
respectively, for any j. In certain cases, both a shift and a reflection can be used
to produce πpsq from s.
(k) Let us also observe that the reduction of colorings described in (h) can also
be carried out on the level of Catalan paths. One starts with the periodic
Catalan path of length 2pk and cuts out the part corresponding to the bracketed
subsequence (in our inductive procedure, that one corresponds to blocks which
do not have inner blocks). In this fashion one obtains a sequence of Catalan
paths which reduces to a point after a finite number of steps.
Example 3.2. For p “ 2 and k “ 2, consider the one-block partition in Fig. 4. It
is adapted to the word W 2, where W “ 122˚1˚ and all letters have the same label.
The coloring of edges, discussed in (c) above, is given by cp18q “ c21c2 “ 2321232,
where c2 “ 232 and the extended coloring corresponding to the periodic Catalan path
is rcp18q “ 123212321. In the circular diagram we connect all vertices of the given block
with edges. In this fashion we obtain one additional uncolored edge for each block, to
which we assign a free cumulant. In this case, it is r8, assigned to the last edge, called
the closing edge (assuming that the ‘first’ edge is the one connecting 1 and 2 at the
bottom of the diagram and we move counterclockwise to reproduce the linear diagram).
The dimensions are assigned to the remaining edges as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Cycle corresponding to a 1-block partition on the circular
diagram. The cumulant is assigned to the closing edge of the cycle and
asymptotic dimensions are assigned to the remaining edges.
Example 3.3. For p “ 2 and k “ 2, consider the partition π in Fig. 5. It is adapted
to the word W 2, where W “ 122˚1˚ and all letters have the same label. It can be
represented as the product of three cycles: π “ p1, 8qp2, 3, 4, 5qp6, 7q. Note that each of
these cycles has an even number of elements and each number s P r8s satisfies either the
shift or the reflection condition. For instance, using addition modulo 4, reflection gives
πp1q “ 8 “ 4 “ 4 ´ 1 ` 1 and πp8q “ 1 “ ´3 “ 4 ´ 8 ` 1, πp6q “ 7 “ ´1 “ 4´ 6 ` 1
and πp7q “ 6 “ ´2 “ 4 ´ 7 ` 1, whereas shift gives πp2q “ 3 “ 2 ` 1, πp3q “ 4 “
3` 1, πp4q “ 5 “ 4` 1 and πp5q “ 2 “ 6 “ 5` 1.
Example 3.4. Consider again the coloring rcp18q “ 123212321. Let us give three
examples of color adapted bracketings and their reductions to the coloring 1:
1p2p321q2p3q2q1Ñ 1p2p3q2q1Ñ 1p2q1Ñ 1,
1p2p3p212q3q2q1Ñ 1p2p3q2q1Ñ 1p2q1Ñ 1,
1p232q1p2p3q2q1Ñ 1p2p3q2q1Ñ 1p2q1Ñ 1,
where we made one reduction at a time. Each of these bracketings defines a noncrossing
partition adapted to W 2 for p “ 2. The partition corresponding to the first bracketing
is given by π in Fig. 4. Altogether, there are 22 adapted colorings in this case and thus
|NCpW 2q| “ 22. This number is equal to the rescaled Raney number 42R2p2, 1{2q and
this enumeration involving Raney numbers Rkp2, 1{2q holds for p “ 2 and all k, which
will be shown later.
Theorem 3.1. Under assumptions A1-A3 on Y , let B “ X1X2 . . .Xp, where matrices
Xl “ Sl,l`1pulq are blocks of Y pulq P Y for 1 ď l ď p, where u1, . . . , up P U. Then
lim
nÑ8
τ1ppBB˚qkq “
ÿ
piPNCpW kq
ź
blocksV
wpV q,
where the weights assigned to blocks V of π are of the form wpV q “ dpV qr|V |puV q.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.1 in [16]. Under all partial traces,
and therefore also under τ1, we have convergence
lim
nÑ8
Xj “ Γj and lim
nÑ8
X˚j “ Γ˚j
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for any j, where Γj “ Γj,j`1pujq and Γ˚j “ Γj`1,jpujq. Therefore, it suffices to compute
the moments
mk “ Ψ1ppΓΓ˚qkq
for Γ “ Γ1 . . .Γp. Assigning letters j, j˚ to Γj ,Γ˚j , respectively, we associate the word
W k with mk in the natural fashion. Therefore, as in [16], the moment mk can be
expressed in terms of noncrossing partitions π of the set of 2pk numbers which are
adapted to the word W k in the sense specified above.
The notion of adaptedness to words guarantees that operators corresponding to the
same block V of π have the same label u, thus we can write u “ uV . Note that both Γj
and Γ˚j have one annihilation operator, ℘
˚
j`1,1 and ℘
˚
j,j`1, respectively, and thus each leg
of the block (except the rightmost one) of color j produces color j`1 of the edge starting
from j and each leg (except the rightmost one) of color j˚ produces the color j of the
edge starting from j˚, as discussed in (c) above. In turn, each block V corresponds
to the product of annihilation and creation operators of the type considered in (d)
above (see Fig. 2), with each annihilation operator taken from a different Γj or Γ
˚
j and
the product of creation operators taken from Γim´1 or Γ
˚
i2
. The contribution of such
block is given by the free cumulant rkpuq standing by ℘ik´1,ik´2 . . . ℘i1,j multiplied by
the product of asymptotic dimensions dpV q “ di1di2 . . . dik´1 obtained from the coloring
cpV q “ i1i2 . . . ik´1, as discussed in (d). Finally, the property of the whole product
℘˚i1,j℘
˚
i2,i1
. . . ℘˚im´1,im´2℘im´1,im´2 . . . ℘i2,i1℘i1,j
described in (e) ensures that cpV q is surrounded from both sides by color j, which
entails color adaptedness of π. This means that each non-vanishing contribution to
mk corresponds to some π P NCpW kq and it is equal to the product of weights wpV q
over blocks of π. Conversely, it is not hard to see that for any noncrossing partition π
adapted to W k we can find the corresponding product of operators since legs which are
not rightmost determine the places where we have to write annihilation operators and
their colors are determined by the colorings of blocks, whereas the remaining legs must
then correspond to products of creation operators and these are uniquely determined
by the annihilation operators since the partition is noncrossing. This completes the
proof. 
Two situations are of particular interest and will be studied in more detail in Sec-
tions 5-7. First, we shall consider the case when i ‰ j Ñ ui ‰ uj , which corresponds
to independent blocks. The second case is when uj “ u for any j P rps, which corre-
sponds to, in general, dependent blocks of one random matrix. However, first we will
express the limit moments of Theorem 3.1 in terms of noncrossing pair partitions. This
‘Gaussianization’ holds in the general case.
4. Gaussianization
We would like to express the result of Theorem 3.1, using only noncrossing pair
partitions. This will produce a ‘Gaussianization’ of the associated product BB˚, by
which we mean the fact that its moments will be expressed in terms of the same class
of partitions that is used when B is a product of Gaussian random matrices and the
only difference is that we assign some weights to their blocks.
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Figure 5. On the left we have a partition π P NCpW 2q represented
in terms of cycles. We assign ps, jq to each vertex, where s P r8s and
j P A2. Dimensions are assigned to regular edges and free cumulants are
assigned to closing edges, with the convention that the closing edge has
odd depth. On the right we have the corresponding σ “ αpπq P NC2pĂW 2q
represented as a pairing tt2s, βpsqu, s P r8su, where βpsq “ 2πpsq´1, with
vertices colored by A4 counterclockwise. Free cumulants and dimensions
are assigned to blocks of odd and even depths, respectively.
For that purpose, we shall use the bijection betweenNCpnq andNC2p2nq. We identify
each block V “ ts1 ă s2 ă . . . ă smu of π P NCpnq with the cycle ps1, s2, . . . , smq and
set πpsiq “ si`1 for 1 ď i ď m´ 1 and πpsmq “ s1. Then, the mapping
α : NCpnq Ñ NC2p2nq
given by
αpπq “ tt2s, βpsqu : s P rnsu,
for π P NCpnq, where
βpsq “ 2πpsq ´ 1
for any s P rns, gives the required bijection.
Remark 4.1. One of the ways to justify that is to compare αpπq with the bijection
δpπq “ tts, γpsqu : s P rnsu,
where
γpsq “ 2n` 1´ πpsq,
used by Mingo and Popa [20]. In the circular diagram for δpπq, the numbers from rns
are put in order counterclockwise and they interlace with those from r2nszrns, which
are put clockwise, beginning on the right of n. For our purposes, it is more convenient
to compose this mapping with the permutation of the set r2ns which puts all numbers
s in a counterclockwise order on the circle, keeping the diagram intact. This leads to
αpπq, which is easy to check on the example shown in Fig. 5.
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Remark 4.2. Equivalently, one can define θ : NC2p2nq Ñ NCpnq as the restriction of
the Kreweras complementation map
K : NC2p2nq Ñ NCp2nq
to odd numbers, namely
θpσq “ Kpσq|t1,3,...,2n´1u
for σ P NC2p2nq. Then π “ θ´1pσq P NCpnq and thus α can be identified θ´1. For
more details on the Kreweras complementation map, see [26].
In order to formulate the main result of this section, we will adapt the bijection α
to our context of partitions adapted to words. As before, we associate with BB˚ the
word of length 2p of the form
W “ 12 . . . pp˚ . . . 2˚1˚
and then create the twice longer wordĂW “ 12 . . . p2pqp2pq˚ . . . 2˚1˚
whose mth power defines the coloring of n “ 4pk vertices of diagrams corresponding
to σ “ αpπq. The consecutive letters in words W and ĂW will be used to color rns and
r2ns counterclockwise, respectively. Both leg coloring maps will be denoted by
sÑ jpsq
where ps, jpsqq P rns ˆ Ap and ps, jpsqq P r2ns ˆ A2p, respectively. As concerns labels,
we understand that two consecutive colors in ĂW of the form 2j ´ 1 and 2j, or 2j˚ and
2j˚ ´ 1 inherit the same label from color j in W . Again, the example shown in Fig. 5
serves as an illustration of the coloring maps, with labels again suppressed.
Example 4.1. Let us consider π “ p1, 8qp2, 3, 4, 5qp6, 7q P NCp8q of Example 3.2. Let
V1, V2, V3 be the corresponding cycles (blocks). Its circular diagram is given by the left
diagram in Fig. 5. If we assign numbers s P r8s and colors j P A2 to the vertices as
shown there, then π is adapted to W 2, where W “ 122˚1˚, provided all letters have
the same label. Next, we map π onto σ “ αpπq by ‘mapping each vertex of π onto
two neighboring vertices’ in the right diagram in Fig. 5 and defining the pairing of σ
by the mapping s Ñ βpsq. Pictorially, for instance, the vertex p1, 1q is ‘mapped’ onto
the pair tp1, 2q, p16, 1˚qu and the vertex p2, 2q is ‘mapped’ onto the pair tp3, 3q, p4, 4qu.
Computing βpsq for all s P r8s gives then the pair partition σ. Its subpartitions,
σ1 “ tt1, 9u, t8, 16uu, σ2 “ tt2, 14u, t3, 13u, t4, 12u, t5, 15uu, σ3 “ tt6, 10u, t7, 11uu,
can be treated as the images of the blocks V1, V2, V3, respectively, under α. Finally, we
assign colors from the alphabet A4 to the vertices of σ as shown in Fig. 5. Note that
this assignment is natural in view of the fact that color j is always ‘mapped’ onto two
consecutive colors 2j ´ 1 and 2j, and color j˚ is also ‘mapped’ onto two consecutive
colors, p2jq˚ and p2j´ 1q˚. We also show how to assign free cumulants and asymptotic
dimensions to the edges of σ.
Remark 4.3. It should be clear that the image of NCpW kq under bijection α depends
on the labels of letters from Ap. Denote by NC
2pĂW kq the set of non-crossing pair
partitions adapted to the word ĂW k in the sense that each letter i can be paired with
i˚, but also each letter 2i can be paired with 2i ` 1 and each p2i ` 1q˚ can be paired
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Figure 6. Cycle V “ ps1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6q of π and the corresponding
pair subpartition σ1 “ tp2si, 2si`1 ´ 1q, i P r6su of σ “ αpπq. Observe
that σ1 can be viewed as a continuous deformation of V which maps each
vertex of V onto a pair of neighboring vertices of σ.
with p2iq˚, provided both letters have the same label (recall that in our notation for
letters labels are not explicitly shown). It is clear that NC2pĂW kq can be identified with
NC
2pW k0 q, where
W0 “ 122˚44˚ . . . 2pp2pq˚ . . . 44˚22˚1˚,
in which all pairings are colored by pairs of the form tj, j˚u, where j “ 1, 2, 4, . . . , 2p,
provided j and j˚ inherited the same label. This is a priori not guaranteed since in this
realization certain legs colored by j and j˚ may inherit different labels. In that respect,
using W0 with suppressed labels is slightly more delicate.
Lemma 4.1. There is a bijection between NCpW kq and NC2pĂW kq.
Proof. By definition,
NCpW kq Ă NCpnq and NC2pĂW kq Ă NC2p2nq
where n “ 2pk. It is well known that NCpnq – NC2p2nq, therefore it suffices to show
two implications: αpπq P NC2pĂW kq for any π P NCpW kq, and α´1pσq P NCpW kq for
any σ P NC2pĂW kq.
1st implication. If π P NCpW kq, we know that αpπq consists of pairs of numbers of
the form
αpπq “ tt2s, 2πpsq ´ 1u : s P rpsu,
of which the first one is even and the second one (smaller or bigger than 2s) is odd.
Let us restrict our attention to the case when s belongs to the block of π of the form
V “ ps1, s2, . . . , smq. Recall that by an edge of V we understand a pair psi, si`1q, where
i P rms and sm`1 “ s1. For instance, the first diagram in Fig. 6 has six edges. Further,
since π is adapted toW k, there are only four types of colorings of vertices corresponding
to edges:
E “ tpj, j ` 1q, pj, j˚q, pj˚, j˚ ´ 1q, pj˚, jqu.
Of course, since vertices are colored by Ap in a natural counterclockwise order, each of
these four colorings is possible only for selected edges. For instance, if the pair ps, s1q
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is colored by pj, j ` 1q, then s1 “ s ` 1 pmod 2pq, if ps, s1q is colored by pj, j˚q, then
s1 “ 2p ´ s pmod 2pq, etc. These relations can be easily determined for all four types
of colorings, but it suffices to know that there are four admissible colorings of each pair
ps, s1q in order to carry out the proof. Namely, the mapping α induces the mapping on
the set of colored vertices ps, jq of π of the form
αpps, jqq “ p2s, 2jq and αpps, j˚qq “ p2s, 2j˚ ´ 1q,
where we understand that 2j˚´1 “ p2j´1q˚ and, by abuse of notation, we also use the
symbol α for the induced mapping. To complete the proof that σ “ αpπq is adapted
to ĂW k, we need to analyze all edges of σ and the colorings of their vertices. Let ps, s1q
be an edge in some V . One can think of p2s, 2s1 ´ 1q as the corresponding edge in σ1.
Again, we refer the reader to Fig. 6, where there are six such edges in the right diagram.
We would like to determine the colorings of the vertices of σ1 which form edges. There
are 4 possible cases of coloring these vertices, depending on the coloring pj, j1q of ps, s1q,
namely
pj, j ` 1q Ñ p2j, 2j ` 1q
pj, j˚q Ñ p2j, 2j˚q
pj˚, jq Ñ p2j˚ ´ 1, 2j ´ 1q
pj˚, j˚ ´ 1q Ñ p2j˚ ´ 1, 2j˚ ´ 2q.
For instance, if ps, s1q is an edge of V and s and s1 are colored by j and j`1, respectively,
then we treat p2s, 2s1´ 1q as the corresponding edge in σ1. The coloring of 2s is 2j and
the coloring of 2s1´1 is 2j1´1 “ 2j`1 since j1 “ j`1, which gives the coloring of the
vertices of σ1 in the first case. The remaining three cases are treated in a similar way.
This shows that the coloring of σ1 is adapted to ĂW k and thus σ “ αpπq is adapted toĂW k.
2nd implication. In this part of the proof we will use the notion of a noncrossing
partition of even depth. We will say that a noncrossing partition σ has even depth if
each deepest block of σ (block that does not have any inner blocks) has even depth.
For instance, the partition of Fig. 1 has even depth. We will show first that each σ P
NC2pĂW kq is of even depth. Note that the deepest blocks of σ must connect neighboring
numbers and thus they must be colored by p2j, 2j ` 1q, p2p, 2p˚q or p2j˚ ´ 1, 2j˚ ´ 2q
for some j P t1, . . . , p ´ 1u and j˚ P t2˚, . . . p˚u. In the case of p2j, 2j ` 1q, there is an
odd number of legs on the left of 2j and on the right of 2j` 1. If there are some blocks
with both left and right legs lying on the same side of the pair p2j, 2j ` 1q, then the
remaining legs lying on that side are either all left legs or all right legs and there is still
an odd number of them. Therefore, the depth of p2j, 2j ` 1q must be even. A similar
argument works for the other two cases, which proves that σ is of even depth. This
allows us to decompose σ into a collection of subpartitions σ1 consisting of a block of
odd depth and all its nearest inner blocks. It is clear that all left (right) legs in each σ1
must be associated with odd (even) numbers s P r2ns, where n “ 2pk. Therefore, σ1 is
of the form
σ1 “ tp2si, 2si`1 ´ 1q : i P rmsu
where we set sm`1 “ s1 (as in the right diagram in Fig. 6). It is not difficult to see that
σ1 must have an even number of blocks. For, if the left leg of the outer block is colored
by j P rp ´ 1s (the right leg is then colored by j˚), its nearest inner blocks must be
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colored by alternating pairs pj ` 1, j˚ ` 1q and pj˚, jq, the last one being colored again
by pj ` 1, j˚ ` 1q, thus the number of nearest inner blocks must be odd, so the total
number of blocks of such σ1 must be even. An analogous reasoning holds if the left leg
of the outer block of σ1 is colored by j˚` 1, with the right leg colored by j` 1. On this
occasion observe that blocks colored by the pair p2p, 2p˚q must have even depth and
need not be considered at this moment. Therefore, σ1 is exactly of the same form as
pair partitions which are the images of blocks V of π P NCpW kq under α. The colors
assigned to the legs of edges of σ1 are of type p2j, 2j ´ 1q, p2j˚ ´ 1, 2j˚ ´ 2q, p2j, 2j˚q
or p2j˚, 2jq. Therefore, the partition π “ α´1pσq, considered as an element of NCpnq,
consists of blocks V “ ps1, . . . , skq such that each pair of neighboring legs psi, si`1q is
colored by pj, j` 1q, pj˚´ 1, j˚´ 2q, pj, j˚q or pj˚, jq, respectively. However, this means
that π is adapted to W k since it acts on each leg si as a shift or a reflection (modulo
2p). This completes the proof of the second implication. 
Using Lemma 4.1, we would like to express Theorem 3.1 in terms of noncrossing pair
partitions σ P NC2pĂWmq. For that purpose, we need to determine the right dimension
function for blocks of σ. It will suffice to assign dimensions only to blocks of even
depths. It is convenient to do it, using the alphabet for W0. In that setting, the legs of
all blocks are colored by natural pairs: p1, 1˚q, p1˚, 1q, p2j, 2j˚q or p2j˚, 2jq. We do it
as follows:
dp q “ d1,
1
˚
1
dp q “ dj`1
2j˚ 2j
and dp
2j 2j
q˚ “ dj`1
whenever these blocks are of even depths. Let us note that each block colored by p1, 1˚q
is always of odd depth and that is why we did not assign to it any dimension.
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, it holds that
lim
nÑ8
τ1ppBB˚qkq “
ÿ
σPNC2pW k
0
q
ź
blocksV of σ
wpV q,
where the weights assigned to blocks V of σ are of the form
wpV q “
"
ripV q`1puV q if d pV q odd
dpV q if d pV q even
and dpV q is assigned to blocks as above.
Proof. We use Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. Let us observe that each block V1 of
π P NCpW kq consisting of 2k elements is mapped by α onto a subpartition σ1 of σ
of depth two consisting of one outer block and its 2k ´ 1 nearest inner blocks. Since
r2kpuq is assigned to V1, we choose to assign this cumulant to the distinguished outer
block V of σ1, and therefore r2kpuq “ ripV q`1puq. It remains to check how to assign
dimensions to its nearest inner blocks. Thus, block of σ1 colored by p1˚, 1q corresponds
to a segment of π1 “ α´1pσ1q with legs colored by p1˚, 1q and the dimension corre-
sponding to such segment was d1. Similarly, block colored by p2j, 2j˚q corresponds to a
segment of π1 with legs colored by pj, j ` 1q or pj, j˚q and the corresponding dimension
was in both cases dj`1. Finally, block colored by p2j˚, 2jq corresponds to a segment
of π1 with legs colored by pj˚ ` 1, j˚q and the corresponding dimension was dj`1. The
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product of all these dimension weights is the same as that assigned to V 1. Therefore,
dpV1q “
ś
blocks V of σ1 dpV q, which completes the proof. .
We view the above theorem as a ‘Gaussianization’ of the asymptotic distribution.
For each m, we have the same class of partitions as in the case when B is a product
of 2p independent GRM and we only need to assign certain weights to the blocks of
these partitions. In particular, if we set all dimensions to be equal to one, the weight
assigned to a block depends only on the number of its nearest inner blocks.
Example 4.2. Consider again π P NCpW 2q Ă NCp8q given in Fig. 5, with all letters
having the same label. It consists of 3 blocks: V1 “ p1, 8q, V2 “ p2, 3, 4, 5q, V3 “ p6, 7q.
The corresponding weights are wpV1q “ r2d2, wpV2q “ r4d1d2d3, wpV3q “ r2d3, and thus
the contribution of π is
wpπq “ r4r22d1d22d23.
In particular, if all asymptotic dimensions are equal to d, it is of order d5. This term
does not show up in the standard Wishart case, when each Y pujq is Gaussian, since
in that case free cumulants of orders higher than two vanish (in the Gaussian case, all
terms which give contribution to M2 are of order d
4). The corresponding pair partition
αpπq P NC2pĂW 2q Ă NC2p16q shown in Fig. 5 consists of 8 pairs. Note that V2 is
mapped by α onto 2 pairs and the remaining blocks are pairs, thus each of them is
mapped by α onto 2 pairs. We place the free cumulants next to arcs of odd depths,
between this arc and the arcs which correspond to the inner blocks (in order to find the
depth of a given block on a circular diagram, one has to choose the first number, and
we understand that it is the bottom 1).
Example 4.3. In contrast to the previous example, take p “ 2 and m “ 2 and assume
that 1 and 2 have different labels (they correspond to blocks of independent matrices
Y1, Y2). Then is is not hard to see that the setNCpW 2q consists of 5 partitions. Theorem
3.1 gives
M2 “ r4s22d1d22d23 ` r22s4d1d22d23 ` r22s22pd1d2d23 ` d22d23 ``d1d22d3q
where r4, r2 and s4, s2 are free cumulants associated with Y1 and Y2, respectively. If all
dimensions are equal to one, this simplifies to
M2 “ r4s22 ` r22s4 ` 3r22s22
and if all free cumulants are equal to one (thus both matrices, Y pu1q and Y pu2q, from
which we take our blocks, are standard Wishart matrices), then M2 “ 5 “ F2p4q “
|NCpĂW 2q|, where the last equation follows from Lemma 4.1.
5. Products of independent blocks
Let us study the generating functions associated with the limit moments
mk “ lim
nÑ8
τ1ppBB˚qkq,
in the case when X1, . . . , Xp are consecutive blocks lying above the main diagonal and
taken from independent random matrices Y1, . . . , Yp, where Yj “ Y pujq for pairwise
different uj. The matrices XjX
˚
j are natural generalizations of the classical Wishart
matrix, obtained when matrices Yj are Gaussian. The associated probability distri-
bution on the nonnegative real axis will be expressed in terms of even free cumulants
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of ν1, . . . , νp, where νj is the asymptotic distribution of Yj under τ , using Theorem
3.1. This will lead to a formula for moments mk, expressed as linear combinations of
generalized multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials.
For distribution µ with moments pmkq we denote by Sµ the associated S-transform
defined by the formula
Sµpzq “ z ` 1
z
ψ´1µ pzq
where ψµ is the moment generating function without constant term of the form
ψµpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
mkz
k
and ψ´1 is its composition inverse. We will also use the reciprocal S-transform, namely
Tµpzq “ 1
Sµpzq ,
called the T -transform of µ, used by Dykema [9] and Nica [25]. We will use these objects
also when they are only formal power series associated with noncommutative random
variables with distribution µ.
We will also use two transformations of distributions, Us and Vs, for positive s. For
distribution µ and positive s, let Us be defined by
GUspµqpzq “ sGµpzq ` p1´ sqz´1
and Gµ is the Cauchy transform of µ. Another useful transformation will be defined in
terms of S-transforms by
SVspµqpzq “ Sµps´1zq
for any positive s. It is easy to see that
Uspµ b νq “ Uspµqb Vspνq
Vspµ b νq “ Vspµq b Vspνq
for any distributions µ, ν and positive s, where b is the multiplicative free convolution.
Moreover, it is clear that VsVt “ Vst for any positive s, t.
We begin with a generalization of Theorem 9.2 in [16], where rectangular Gaussian
random matrices were treated and µ1 was the multiplicative convolution of dilated
Marchenko-Pastur distributions. In the present context, we replace the latter by more
general distributions.
Proposition 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if X1, . . . , Xp are blocks of
independent random matrices Y pu1q, . . . , Y pupq, respectively, then
Vd1pµq “ Vd1pξ1q b Vd2pξ2q b . . . b Vdppξpq,
where µ is the asymptotic distribution of BB˚ under τ1 and ξi is the asymptotic distri-
bution of XiX
˚
i under τi for i P rps.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 9.2 in [16]. Thus, if θi and µi are the
asymptotic distributions of X˚i Xi and Xi`1 . . .XpX
˚
p . . .X
˚
i`1 under τi`1, respectively,
then
µ1 “ Us1pθ1 b µ2q,
µ2 “ Us2pθ2 b µ3q,
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. . .
µp´1 “ Usp´1pθp´1 b µpq,
where µ “ µ1 and si “ di`1{di. Now, observe that ξi “ Usipθiq for i P rp´1s and ξp “ µp.
In order to use these distributions, it suffices to use the properties of transformations
Us, Vs, which gives
µ1 “ ξ1 b Vs1pµ2q,
µ2 “ ξ2 b Vs2pµ3q,
. . .
µp´1 “ ξp´1 b Vsp´1pµpq.
Since s1 . . . sk “ dk`1{d1, this yields
µ “ ξ1 b Vd2{d1pξ2q b . . . b Vdp{d1pξpq,
which is equivalent to the (more symmetric) formula that we needed to prove. 
Remark 5.1. Let us observe that in the case of Gaussian random matrices, the asymp-
totic distributions ξi become dilations of Marchenko-Pastur laws. Using the notation
of [16, Theorem 9.2], we have ξi “ ρdi`1,di , with S-transforms of the form
Sξipzq “ pdi`1 ` dizq´1
where i P rps. Thus ξi is the di-dilation of the Marchenko-Pastur law ρdi`1 , where
Sρdpzq “ pd` zq´1. Writing Proposition 5.1 in terms of S-transforms, we obtain
Sµpzq “ pd2 ` d1zq´1pd3 ` d1zq´1 . . . pdp`1 ` d1zq´1
the formula given in [16, Theorem 9.2]. Note that the computation used in the proof
of that theorem was slightly different since we kept θ1, . . . , θp´1, where θi “ ρdi,di`1 . In
the general case, it is more convenient to use ξ1, . . . , ξp since this leads to
Sµpd´11 zq “ Sρ1pd´11 zq . . . Sρppd´1p zq,
a symmetric formula for the S-transform of µ.
The last proposition gives us a relation between µ and distributions ξ1, . . . , ξp. We
would like to find a relation between µ and distributions ν1, . . . , νp. The simplest
Gaussian counterpart of this relation is obtained when µ is the Marchenko-Pastur law
as the limit spectral distribution of XX˚, where X is an off-diagonal block of Y , and ν
is the Wigner semicircle law as the limit spectral distribution of Y .
In order to do that, we shall use only even free cumulants of ν1, . . . , νp. In general, if
ν is a distribution with free cumulants prnq, we denote by rν the distribution given by
the formal power series (combinatorial R-series) of the form
Rrνpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
r2nzn,
thus rν is the distribution whose free cumulants are even free cumulants of the probability
distribution ν.
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V0
r
pi1
1 W
n1
˚
r
pi2
1˚ Wn2
r r
pi2m´2
1 1˚... Wn2m´2
r
pi2m´1
1 W
n2m´1
˚
r
pi2m
1˚ Wn2m
Figure 7. Decomposition of π P NC2pW kq
Remark 5.2. In general, rν is not a probability distribution. For instance, if we take ν
to be the free Meixner law with parameters u “ v and 0 ă b ă a, then
r2n “ apb´ aq
n´1
n
ˆ
2n´ 2
n´ 1
˙
and its odd free cumulants vanish. It is easy to check that pr2nq8n“1 cannot be a free cu-
mulant sequence of any probability measure, since the corresponding moment sequence
is not positive definite. It seems to be an interesting open problem to find necessary
and sufficient conditions under which rν defines a probability measure (and conditions
under which it is unique). Nevertheless, one can show that if ν is freely infinitely di-
visible, then rν defines a probability measure. This observation as well as the above
counterexample was communicated to us by W. M lotkowski.
Let us show now that the deformation of the asymptotic distribution of XiX
˚
i is
obtained from the corresponding asymptotic distribution of Yi by convolving it with a
Marchenko-Pastur distribution.
Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, it holds that
Vdipξiq “ rνi b ρdi`1
for i P rps, where rνi is defined by the even free cumulants of the asymptotic distribution
νi of Yi under τi, respectively.
Proof. Essentially, the proof reduces to the computation for µ “ ξ1. Denote W “ 11˚
and W˚ “ 1˚1. By Theorem 3.1,
mk “
ÿ
piPNCpW kq
ź
V Ppi
wpV q,
where wpV q “ dpV qr|V |puV q. Hence, ψµ takes the form
ψµpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
ÿ
j1,j2
Nkpj1, j2qdj11 dj22 zk,
where j1, j2 run over the set of nonnegative integers and
Nkpj1, j2q “
ÿ
piPNCj1,j2 pW
kq
ź
V Ppi
r|V |pu1q
where the set NCj1,j2pW kq consists of all partitions π P NCpW kq with the assigned
dimension given by the monomial
dpπq “
ź
V Ppi
dpV q “ dj1
1
d
j2
2
.
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Let us find a recurrence for the numbers Nkpj1, j2q. Let π be any partition from
NCj1,j2pW kq and let V0 “ ts1 ă s2 ă . . . ă s2mu be the unique block of π contain-
ing s1 “ 1. It is obvious that s1 must be colored by 1. Moreover, since si`1 ´ si is an
odd number, the legs s1, s3, . . . , s2m´1 must be colored by 1 and the legs s2, s4, . . . , s2m
must be colored by 1˚. Thus, dpV0q “ dm´11 dm2 . As shown in Fig. 7, there are subpar-
titions π1, . . . , π2m between the consecutive legs of V0 (and after its last leg) such that
π2i´1 P NCpW n2i´1˚ q and π2i P NCpW n2iq for i P rms and some n1, . . . , n2m ě 0 such
that n1 ` . . .` n2m “ k ´m. From this we obtain the recurrence
Nkpj1, j2q “
kÿ
m“1
r2m
ÿ
j
p1q
1
`...`j
p2mq
1
“j1´m`1
j
p1q
2
`...`j
p2mq
2
“j2´m
n1`...`n2m“k´m
mź
i“1
Mn2i´1pjp2i´1q1 , jp2i´1q2 qNn2ipjp2iq1 , jp2iq2 q,
where
Mnpj1, j2q “
ÿ
piPNCj1,j2 pW
n
˚ q
ź
V Ppi
r|V |,
is the counterpart of Nnpj1, j2q associated with the word W n˚ and prnq is the sequence
of free cumulants of ν1. We set M0p0, 0q “ N0p0, 0q “ 1 and M0pj1, j2q “ N0pj1, j2q “ 0
otherwise. One can observe that
Nnpj1, j2 ` 1q “Mnpj1 ` 1, j2q
for any n ě 1 and any j1, j2 since there is a natural bijection
NCj1,j2`1pW nq – NCj1`1,j2pW n˚ q
for any n obtained by flipping the first leg (colored by 1) to the last position. On the
circular diagram, this bijection is natural since it corresponds to rotating the diagram
clockwise by angle π{n. Hence, if we denote by ϕpzq the generating function without
constant term of the sequence pMmpj1, j2qq, then
d1ψµpzq “ d2ϕpzq.
Using this fact and the above recurrence relation, we obtain
d1ψµ “ d1
8ÿ
k“1
ÿ
j1,j2
Nkpj1, j2qdj11 dj22 zk
“
8ÿ
k“1
kÿ
m“1
ÿ
j1,j2
r2m
ÿ
j
p1q
1
`...`j
p2mq
1
“j1
j
p1q
2
`...`j
p2mq
2
“j2
n1`...`n2m“k´m
mź
i“1
Mn2i´1pjp2i´1q1 , jp2i´1q2 q
ˆNn2ipjp2iq1 , jp2iq2 qdj1`m1 dj2`m2 zk
“
8ÿ
m“1
r2mpzd1d2qm
8ÿ
k“0
ÿ
j1,j2
ÿ
j
p1q
1
`...`j
p2mq
1
“j1
j
p1q
2
`...`j
p2mq
2
“j2
n1`...`n2m“k
mź
i“1
Mn2i´1pjp2i´1q1 , jp2i´1q2 q
ˆNn2ipjp2iq1 , jp2iq2 qdj11 dj22 zk
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“
8ÿ
m“1
r2m
`
zd1d2pϕ` 1qpψµ ` 1q
˘m
“ Rrν`zpd1ψµ ` d1qpd1ψµ ` d2q˘,
where rn stands for rnpu1q. In the first equation, we used the fact that each segment
p1, 1˚q of V0 contributes d2 whereas each segment p1˚, 1q of V0 contributes d1. This
proves the assertion for µ “ ξ1 and rν “ rν1. The above formula yields
R´1rν1 pzq “ ψ´1ξ1 pd´11 zqpz ` d1qpz ` d2q.
Moreover,
ψ´1ξ1 pd´11 zq “
z
z ` d1Sξ1pd
´1
1 zq “
z
z ` d1SVd1ξ1pzq
Comparing the above equations and using the equation Sξ1pzq “ R´1ξ1 pzq{z, we obtain
Sξ1pd´11 zq “
Srν1pzq
z ` d2 ,
which gives Vd1pξ1q “ rν1 b ρd2 . The proof for any i P rps is similar. 
Let us observe that the main equation for ψµ in the proof of Lemma 5.1 resembles
that obtained by Benaych-Georges in [6, Lemma 3.4]. We cannot give a direct corre-
spondence between these formulas since our proof is based on a different formalism, in
which we use only free cumulants instead of their two rectangular deformations.
Lemma 5.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, the moment generating func-
tion ψµ of the asymptotic distribution µ of BB
˚ under τ1 is the unique solution of the
equation
d1ψµ “ Rrν`zpd1ψµ ` d1qpd1ψµ ` d2q . . . pd1ψµ ` dp`1q˘
where rν “ rν1 b . . . b rνp and rνj is defined by the even free cumulants of νj for j P rps.
Proof. Using Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.1, we obtain
Vd1pµq “ rν b ρd2 b . . . b ρdp`1 ,
which, in terms of S-transforms, takes the form
Sµpd´11 zq “
Srνpzq
pz ` d2qpz ` d3q . . . pz ` dp`1q ,
or, equivalently,
ψ´1µ pd´11 zq “
R´1rν pzq
pz ` d1qpz ` d2q . . . pz ` dp`1q ,
which gives the assertion. The uniqueness of its solution follows from the Lagrange
Inversion Theorem (see, for instance, [29]), which completes the proof. 
Using Lemma 5.2, we can express the moments of the distribution µ as linear com-
binations of a family of multivariate polynomials in asymptotic dimensions. For each
natural p (suppressed in our notation), we obtain the family of homogenous polynomi-
als tPk,r : k, r P Nu defined below. In particular, the sequence pPk,1qkPN is the sequence
of multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials, which are the limit moments of products
of independent rectangular GRM [16, 19]. Presence of polynomials Pk,r with r ‰ 1 in
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the formula for limit moments indicates that the considered product of Wishart type
belongs to a different domain of attraction than the product of independent GRM.
Definition 5.1. By generalized multivariate Fuss-Narayana polynomials we shall un-
derstand polynomials of the form
Pk,rpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q “
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“kp`r
1
k
ˆ
k
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
d
j1
1 . . . d
jp`1
p`1 .
where n, r P N and summation runs over nonnegative integers. We use similar notation
to that in [16], with variables d1, . . . , dp`1, rather than that in [19], with d0, . . . , dp.
Let us recall the Lagrange Inversion Theorem, which says that if f and g are formal
power series in z, for which
fpzq “ zgpfpzqq,
and gp0q ‰ 0, then
rzksfpzq “ 1
k
rλk´1sgkpλq,
for any k P N, where rzksfpzq is the coefficient of f standing by zk (see, for instance,
[29]).
Theorem 5.1. Moments of the asymptotic distribution µ of BB˚ under τ1 are given
by the formula
mk “ d´11
kÿ
r“1
Pk,rpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1qTk,rpt1, t2, . . . , trq
where
Tk,rpt1, t2, . . . , trq “
ÿ
i1`...`ik“r´1
ti1ti2 . . . tik .
for any k, r P N, where numbers tk are coefficients of the T -transform Trνpzq “ ř8k“0 tkzk.
Proof. Using the relation Srνpzq “ z´1R´1rν pzq, where R´1rν pzq is the composition inverse
of Rrνpzq, we can write the equation of Lemma 5.2 in the form
d1ψµpzq “ zpd1ψµpzq ` d1q . . . pd1ψµpzq ` dp`1qTrνpd1ψµpzqq.
We apply the Lagrange Inversion Theorem to this equation to calculate the coefficients
of ψµ, which gives
d1mkpµq “ 1
k
rzk´1spz ` d1qk . . . pz ` dp`1qkT krν pzq
“ 1
k
rzk´1s
kÿ
j1,...,jp`1“0
ˆ
k
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
d
j1
1
. . . d
jp`1
p`1
8ÿ
r“0
ÿ
i1`...`ik“r
ti1 . . . tikz
pp`1qk`r´j1´...´jp`1
“ 1
k
rzk´1s
8ÿ
l“0
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“l
ˆ
k
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
d
j1
1 . . . d
jp`1
p`1
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8ÿ
r“0
Tk,r`1pt0, t1, . . . , trqzpp`1qk´l`r
“ 1
k
k´1ÿ
r“0
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“kp`1`r
ˆ
k
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
d
j1
1 . . . d
jp`1
p`1
Tk,r`1pt0, t1, . . . , trq
“
kÿ
r“1
Pk,rpd1, d2, . . . , dp`1q Tk,rpt0, t1, . . . , tr´1q,
where indices i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jp`1 are assumed to be nonnegative integers in all for-
mulas. This completes the proof. 
6. Examples
In this section we present the special cases of Theorem 5.1 in which each measure νj
is either the Wigner semicircle measure or the Marchenko-Pastur measure.
Definition 6.1. Let j “ pj1, j2, . . . , jp`1q, where j1, j2, . . . , jp`1 are nonnegative in-
tegers. By NCjpW kq we denote the set of all partitions π from NCpW kq, for which
dpπq “ dj1
1
d
j2
2
. . . d
jp`1
p`1 . We define the numbers
Nkpjq “
ÿ
piPNCjpW kq
ź
V Ppi
r|V |puV q.
for k ě 1 and we set N0pjq “ 1 if j “ 0 and N0pjq “ 0 in other cases. Moreover, we
put Nkpjq “ 0 if the set NCjpW kq is empty.
By Theorem 3.1, the moments of the measure µ can be described in terms of the
numbers Nkpjq in the following way
mk “
ÿ
j1,...,jp`1
Nkpjqdj11 dj22 . . . djp`1p`1 ,
where j1, . . . , jp`1 are nonnegative integers.
Gaussian case
In the first example we assume that each νi is the standard Wigner measure, thus
rnpνiq “ δn,2 for any i P rps. In this case, the number Nkpjq coincides with the number
of all those pair partitions adapted toW k which have jk left legs colored by k or pk`1q˚
for any k P rp ` 1s, see [19]. The R-transform of rνi is simply Rrνipzq “ z for i P rps.
Hence Trνpzq “ 1 and Rrνpzq “ z. So, the equation from Lemma 5.2 takes the form
d1ψµ “ zpd1ψµ ` d1q . . . pd1ψµ ` dp`1q.
Note that the same equation was used in the proof of Theorem 11 in [19]. The only
non-zero coefficient tn of Trν is t0 “ 1 and thus, by Theorem 5.1, the moments of µ are
given by
mk “ d´11 Pk,1pd1, . . . , dp`1q
and hence
Nkpjq “ 1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
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for k ě 1 and j1 ` j2 ` . . . ` jp`1 “ pk. On this occasion, let us remark that similar
numbers were used by Edelman [10] to count chains of a certain type in the lattice
NCpkq.
Corollary 6.1. With the above notations, |NC2pW kq| “ Fkppq for any k, p P N.
Proof. It is enough to sum all the numbers Nkpjq over all j such that j1`j2`. . .`jp`1 “
kp, using Cauchy’s identity (or, Vandermonde convolution). 
Mixed Gaussian and Wishart case
In this example we assume that the distribution νi is the Wigner semicircle distribution
for some subset of rps and the standard Marchenko-Pastur (free Poisson) distribution
otherwise.
Let K be any subset of rps and q the number of its elements. We choose that νi
is the Wigner semicircle distribution (i.e. rnpuiq “ δn,2) for i R K and νi is the free
Poisson distribution (i.e. rnpuiq “ 1 for any n) for i P K. By the definition of rνi, their
R-transforms are given by
Rrνipzq “
"
zp1´ zq´1 if i P K
z if i R K
Since Trνipzq “ z{R´1rνi pzq and Trνpzq “ Trν1pzq ¨ . . . ¨ Trνppzq, we obtain
Trνpzq “ p1` zqq.
Proposition 6.1. Under the above assumptions,
Nkpjq “ 1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
kq
|j| ´ kp
˙
,
for k ě 1, where |j| “ j1 ` j2 ` . . .` jp`1.
Proof. Since Trνpzq “ p1` zqq, its coefficients are equal to
tk “
ˆ
q
k
˙
for 0 ď k ď q. Hence, the numbers Tk,r from Theorem 5.1 are given by
Tk,rpt0, t1, . . . , tr´1q “
ÿ
i1`...`ik“r´1
ti1ti2 . . . tik “
ˆ
kq
r ´ 1
˙
and
mk “
kÿ
r“1
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“kp`r
1
k
ˆ
k
j1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
kq
r ´ 1
˙
d
j1´1
1 d
j2
2 . . . d
jp`1
p`1
“
ÿ
j1,...,jp`1ě0
1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
kq
|j| ´ kp
˙
d
j1
1 d
j2
2 . . . d
jp`1
p`1 ,
where we assumed that
`
k
m
˘ “ 0 unless 0 ď m ď k. But the coefficient of the moment
mk standing by d
j1
1
d
j2
2
. . . d
jp`1
p`1 is Nkpjq, which, compared with the last formula, gives
the assertion. 
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Clearly, if q “ 0, then we get the same expression for Nkpjq as in the Gaussian case.
On the other hand, if q “ p, then Nkpjq is the cardinality of NCjpW kq, from which the
enumeration result given below follows.
Corollary 6.2. With the above notations, |NCpW kq| “ Fkp2pq for any k, p P N.
Example 6.1. Consider the case where di “ 1 for i P rps and dp`1 “ t for some t ą 0.
By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.1, the measure µ is then given by
µ “ ρ b p`q´1
1
b ρt,
hence it is the free Bessel law πst for s “ p ` q, as defined in [4]. By [4, Theorem 5.2],
its moments are Fuss-Narayana polynomials of variable t. Indeed, by Proposition 6.1,
we have
mk “
ÿ
j1,...,jp`1ě0
1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
qk
|j| ´ pk
˙
tjp`1
“
kÿ
jp`1“1
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
tjp`1
ÿ
j1,...,jpě0
1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp
˙ˆ
qk
pp` qqk ´ |j|
˙
“
kÿ
jp`1“1
1
k
ˆ pp` qqk
pp` qqk ` 1´ jp`1
˙ˆ
k
jp`1
˙
tjp`1
“
kÿ
j“1
1
k
ˆpp` qqk
j ´ 1
˙ˆ
k
j
˙
tj .
Example 6.2. Assume that di “ t for all i P rp` 1s. Then, the measure µ is given by
µ “ V1{tpρ bq1 b ρ bpt q.
By Proposition 6.1, the corresponding moments mk take the form
mk “
ÿ
j1,...,jp`1ě0
1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
qk
|j| ´ pk
˙
t|j|
“
pp`qqkÿ
j“pk
ÿ
j1`...`jp`1“j
1
k
ˆ
k
j1 ` 1
˙ˆ
k
j2
˙
. . .
ˆ
k
jp`1
˙ˆ
qk
pp` qqk ´ j
˙
tj
“
pp`1qk´1ÿ
j“pk
1
k
ˆpp` 1qk
j ` 1
˙ˆ
qk
pp` qqk ´ j
˙
tj
“
kÿ
j“1
1
k
ˆpp` 1qk
j ´ 1
˙ˆ
qk
k ´ j
˙
tpp`1qk´j.
In particular, if q “ 1, we obtain rescaled Fuss-Narayana polynomials of variable t´1.
7. Products of dependent blocks
Let us consider now the matrix product built from (in general, dependent) two blocks
of the same matrix. In general, we can only find a formula for the moment generating
function. In particular, we consider an example, in which the limit moments are rescaled
Raney numbers.
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We will consider the matrix B “ X1X2, where X1 and X2 are square blocks of
Y P Y . In other words, we assume that p “ 2 and that all asymptotic dimensions are
equal to one, d1 “ d2 “ d3 “ 1. We will denote the limit measure of Y by ν and its
free cumulants by rk. As before, the asymptotic distribution of BB
˚ under τ1 will be
denoted by µ and its moments by mk, as before. We start by showing a result analogous
to Lemma 5.1 for independent blocks. By Theorem 3.1,
mk “
ÿ
piPNCpW kq
ź
V Ppi
r|V |,
where W “ 122˚1˚, but all letters here have the same label, omitted in all notations.
We are also going to use the word W2 “ 2˚1˚12, which is obtained from W by a cyclic
shift. Obviously, cyclic shifts of W k do not change sizes of blocks of partitions adapted
to it, hence
mk “
ÿ
piPNCpW k
2
q
ź
V Ppi
r|V |.
Remark 7.1. Let us notice here that the cardinality of NC2pW kq was considered in
[15, 19] and is equal to the Fuss-Catalan number Fkppq. It is natural to ask about
the cardinality of NCpW kq. The study of the moments mk gives us the answer for
p “ t1, 2u. For p “ 1, we obtain Edelman’s result [10] that the number of 2-divisible
non-crossing partitions of the set r2ks is the Fuss-Catalan number Fkp2q. For p “ 2,
the number of the corresponding partitions can be expressed by the Raney numbers, as
we will demonstrate. The cases p ě 3 seem to go beyond the family of Raney numbers
and we do not know their explicit form. A similar situation took place in [13].
Let us define the following sequences of words
Un “
#
pw˚1w2qm for n “ 2m
pw˚
1
w2qmw˚1 for n “ 2m` 1
U 1n “
#
pw2w˚1 qm for n “ 2m
pw2w˚1 qmw2 for n “ 2m` 1
for n ě 0, where w˚
1
“ 1˚1 and w2 “ 22˚. Observe that U 1n is obtained from Un by
interchanging 1 with 2˚ and 1˚ with 2. Therefore, the following sequence Qn can be
defined in two equivalent ways:
Qn :“
ÿ
piPNCpUnq
ź
V Ppi
r|V | “
ÿ
piPNCpU 1nq
ź
V Ppi
r|V |,
for n ě 1, and we set Q0 “ 1. Obviously, mk “ Q2k.
We shall use the decomposition of the formal power series
ψpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
Qnz
n
into the sum of
ψpsqpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
Q2kz
2k and ψpaqpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
Q2k´1z
2k´1,
the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of ψ, respectively.
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Lemma 7.1. If ν is the asymptotic distribution of Y , then
ψpzq “ Rrν`zpψpzq ` 1qpψpsqpzq ` 1q˘.
where rν is the distribution defined by the even free cumulants of ν.
Proof. We start by proving the following recurrence formula for the numbers Qn:
Qn “
nÿ
k“1
r2k
ÿ
2pn1`...`nkq`nk`1`...`n2k“n´k
Q2n1 . . . Q2nkQnk`1 . . . Qn2k .
for n ě 1. Consider π P NCpUnq and its block V0 “ ts1 ă s2 ă . . . ă s2ku for some
1 ď k ď n and such that s1 “ 1 (the leftmost block). Observe that s1 and s2 must
be colored by 1˚ and 1, respectively, and that the word between them is Wm1 for
some m1 ě 0. Hence, the contribution from all possible ‘subpartitions’ of π on the set
t2, 3, . . . , s2 ´ 1u to the moment Qn is equal to Q2m1 .
Now, s3 may be colored by 1
˚ or 2. In both cases the word between s2 and s3 is U
1
m2
for some m2 ě 0 and the contribution from all possible ‘subpartitions’ of π on the set
ts2` 1, . . . , s3´ 1u is Qm2 . Similarly, we can see that the word between s3 and s4 must
be Wm3 or Wm3
2
and their contribution is Q2m3 , and so on. Changing the sequence of
indices by: m2i´1 to ni and m2i to ni`k for i P rks and counting the letters of the word
Un with respect to the above decomposition, we arrive at
2pn1 ` . . .` nkq ` nk`1 ` . . .` n2k “ n ´ k,
which proves the desired recurrence formula for Qn. Using it, we obtain
ψpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
Qnz
n
“
8ÿ
k“1
r2kz
k
8ÿ
n“0
ÿ
2n1`...`2nk`nk`1`...`n2k“n
Q2n1 . . . Q2nkQnk`1 . . . Qn2kz
n
“
8ÿ
k“1
r2kz
kpψpzq ` 1qkpψpsqpzq ` 1qk “ Rrν`zpψpzq ` 1qpψpsqpzq ` 1q˘,
which ends the proof. 
Example 7.1. Assume that X1 “ X2 and that ν is the standard Wigner semicircle
law. Then Rrνpzq “ z and Lemma 7.1 takes the form
ψpaqpzq ` ψpsqpzq “ zpψpaqpzq ` ψpsqpzq ` 1qpψpsqpzq ` 1q,
which gives #
ψpsqpzq “ zψpaqpzqpψpsqpzq ` 1q
ψpaqpzq “ zpψpsqpzq ` 1q2
and thus
ψpsqpzq “ z2pψpsqpzq ` 1q3.
Moreover, ψpsqpzq “ ψµpz2q since mk “ Q2k for any k P N. Therefore,
ψµpzq “ zpψµpzq ` 1q3.
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This means that mn “ Fnp3q for any n P N, which agrees with the more general result
in [3], where it was shown that the pth power of a GRM X behaves asymptotically as
the product of p independent copies of X .
Let us recall that the Raney numbers are given by the formula
Rnpp, rq “ rpp` 1qn` r
ˆpp` 1qn` r
n
˙
,
for p, r P R`, where ˆ
x
n
˙
“ xpx´ 1q . . . px´ n` 1q{n!
for any x P R. In particular, if p “ r “ 1, we obtain Catalan numbers.
Example 7.2. Assume that ν is the free Poisson distribution. Then rn “ 1 for n ě 1
and hence Rrνpzq “ zp1´ zq´1. The equation of Lemma 7.1 takes the form
ψpzq “ zpψpzq ` 1qpψ
psqpzq ` 1q
1´ zpψpzq ` 1qpψpsqpzq ` 1q ,
which, when multiplied by the denominator of the RHS, gives
ψpzq “ zpψpzq ` 1q2pψpsqpzq ` 1q.
Decomposition into the symmetric and antisymmetric parts gives#
ψpsqpzq “ 2zψpaqpzqpψpsqpzq ` 1q2
ψpaqpzq “ z`pψpsqpzq ` 1q3 ` pψpaqpzqq2pψpsqpzq ` 1q˘,
which leads to the equation
pψpsqpzq ` 1q2 “ 1` 4z2pψpsqpzq ` 1q6,
or
Mµpzq2 “ 1` 4zMµpzq6,
where Mµpzq “
ř
n“0mnz
n. Applying the Lagrange Inversion Theorem to the last
formula, we get
rznsMµpzq2 “ 1
n
rλn´1s4npλ` 1q3n
“ 4
n
n
ˆ
3n
n ´ 1
˙
“ 4
n
3n` 1
ˆ
3n` 1
n
˙
.
On the other hand, the coefficient rznsMµpzq2 is the convolution of the moment sequence
pmkq with itself, thus
nÿ
k“0
mkmn´k “ 4
n
3n` 1
ˆ
3n` 1
n
˙
.
The last formula can be viewed as a recurrence relation with indeterminate mn. Ob-
viously, this equation has a unique solution and by the well known property of Raney
numbers
nÿ
k“0
Rkpp, rqRn´kpp, sq “ Rnpp, r ` sq
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we get
mn “ 4nRnp2, 1{2q “ 4
n
6n ` 1
ˆ
3n` 1
2
n
˙
.
From this example one can immediately obtain a new enumeration result, similar to
that in Corollary 6.2 for p “ 2. When comparing both results, one has to remember
that the class NCpW nq is now different than that used in Corollary 6.2 since all letters
in W “ 122˚1˚ have the same label, which was not the case before. The corresponding
twice longer word ĂW that is suitable for pair partitions can be identified with W0 “
122˚44˚22˚1˚, as explained in Section 4.
Corollary 7.1. With the above notations,
|NCpW nq| “ |NC2pĂW nq| “ 4nRnp2, 1{2q
for any n P N.
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